Web-scale knowledge bases typically consist entirely of predicates over entities. However, the distributional properties of how those entities appear in text are equally important aspects of knowledge. If noun phrases mapped unambiguously to knowledge base entities, adding this knowledge would simply require counting. The many-to-many relationship between noun phrase mentions and knowledge base entities makes adding distributional knowledge about entities difficult. In this paper, we argue that this information should be explicitly included in web-scale knowledge bases. We propose a generative model that learns these distributional semantics by performing entity linking on the web, and we give some preliminary results that point to its usefulness.
Introduction
Recent work in automatically creating web-scale knowledge bases (like YAGO, Freebase, and NELL) has focused on extracting properties of concepts and entities that can be expressed as n-ary relations (Suchanek et al., 2007; Bollacker et al., 2008; Carlson et al., 2010b) . Examples might be Athlete( Michael Jordan 1), Professor(Michael Jordan 2), PlaysForTeam(Michael Jordan 1, Chicago Bulls), and UniversityFaculty(UC Berkeley, Michael Jordan 2). The task of the knowledge extraction algorithm is to find new instances of these relations given some training examples, perhaps while jointly determining the set of relevant entities.
While these knowledge extraction approaches have focused on relational knowledge, knowing how UC Berkeley appears distributionally in text is also an important aspect of the entity that is potentially useful in a variety of tasks. For example, Peñas and Hovy (2010) showed that a collection of distributional knowledge about football entities helped in interpreting noun compounds like "Young touchdown pass." Haghighi and Klein (2010) used distributional information about entity types to achieve state-of-the-art coreference resolution results. It has long been known that word sense disambiguation and other tasks are best solved with distributional information (Firth, 1957) , yet this information is lacking in web-scale knowledge bases.
The primary reason that distributional information has not been included in web-scale knowledge bases is the inherent ambiguity of noun phrases. Knowledge bases typically aim to collect facts about entities, not about noun phrases, but distributional information is only easily obtained for noun phrases. In order to add distributional semantics to knowledge base entities, we must perform entity linking, determining which entity any particular noun phrase in a document refers to, at web scale.
We suggest that distributional semantics should be included explicitly in web-scale knowledge bases, and we propose a generative model of entity linking that learns these semantics from the web. This would both enrich the representation of entities in these knowledge bases and produce better data for further relational learning. In the next section, we frame this idea in the context of prior work. In Section 3, we describe a model that learns distributional 46 semantics for the set of entities in a knowledge base in the context of an entity linking task. Finally, in Section 4 we conclude.
Related Work
Our work builds off of a few related ideas. First, Haghighi and Klein (2010) presented a coreference resolution system that had at its core a set of distributional semantics over entity types very similar to what we propose. For each of a set of entity types (like Person, Organization, and Location) and each of a set of properties (like "proper head," "common head," "subject of verb"), they have a distribution over values for that property. People are thus more likely to have "Steve" or "John" as noun modifiers, while Organizations are more likely to have "Corp." as proper heads.
Their system learned these distributions in a semisupervised fashion, given a few seed examples to their otherwise unsupervised coreference model. Their system did not, however, have any notion of global entities; they had global types whose parameters were shared across document-specific entities. Every time they saw the noun phrase "Barack Obama" in a new document, for example, they created a new entity of type "Person" for the mentions in the document. Even though they did not model individual entities, their system achieved state-of-theart coreference resolution results. We believe that their modeling of distributional semantics was key to the performance of their model, and we draw from those ideas in this paper.
Our proposal is also very similar to ideas presented by Hovy (2011) . Hovy describes a "new kind of lexicon" containing both relational information traditionally contained in knowledge bases and distributional information very similar to that used in Haghighi and Klein's coreference model. Each item in this "new lexicon" is represented as a set of distributions over feature values. The lexical entry for "dog," for example, might contain a feature "name," with "Spot" and "Lassie" receiving high weight, and a feature "agent-of," with highly probable values "eat," "run," and "bark." While Hovy has presented this vision of a new lexicon, he has left as open questions how to actually construct it, and how compositionality, dependence, and logical operators can function efficiently in such a complex system. Peñas and Hovy (2010) have shown how a very small instance of a similar kind of lexicon can perform well at interpreting noun compounds, but they needed to resort to a severely restricted domain in order to overcome the challenges of constructing the lexicon. Because they only looked at a small set of news articles about football, they could accurately assume that all mentions of the word "Young" referred to a single entity, the former San Francisco 49ers quarterback. At web scale, such assumptions quickly break down.
There has been much recent work in distantly supervised relation extraction, using facts from a knowledge base to determine which sentences in a corpus express certain relations in order to build relation classifiers (Hoffmann et al., 2011; Riedel et al., 2010; Mintz et al., 2009 ). This work depends on first performing entity linking, finding sentences which contain pairs of knowledge base entities. Typically, this linking has been a simple string-matching heuristic, a noisy alignment that throws away a lot of useful information. Using coreference resolution after a noisy alignment can help to mitigate this issue (Gabbard et al., 2011) , but it is still mostly a heuristic matching. A benefit of our approach to adding distributional semantics to web-scale knowledge bases is that in the process we will create a large entity-disambiguated corpus that can be used for further relational learning.
Entity Linking
We add distributional semantics to knowledge base entities through performing entity linking. Specifically, given a knowledge base and a collection of dependency parsed documents, entity linking maps each noun phrase in the document collection to an entity in the knowledge base, or labels it as unknown (a deficiency we will address in future work). Our model does this by learning distributions over dependency link types and values for each entity in the knowledge base. These distributions are both the features that we use for entity linking and the distributional semantics we aim to include in the knowledge base. 47 
Model Structure
The model we propose is similar in structure to hierarchical models like latent Dirichlet allocation (Blei et al., 2003) or hierarchical Dirichlet processes (Teh et al., 2006) . Instead of the "topics" of those models, we have entities (i.e., one "topic" in the model for every entity in the knowledge base, plus one "unknown" topic), and instead of modeling individual words, we model entity mentions in the document.
The generative story of the model is as follows. First, given a set of entities from a knowledge base, fix a Dirichlet prior N over them, and draw a set of multinomial parameters φ e,f and θ e for each entity from a set of Dirichlet priors α and β. Next, for each of D documents, draw a multinomial distribution over entities E appearing in that document from N . Then for each of M mentions in the document, draw from E an entity e to which that mention refers. Given the entity e, draw a set of F feature types f from θ e . For each feature type f , draw a feature value v from the distribution φ e,f corresponding to the entity e and the feature type f . This model is shown graphically in Figure 1 .
We chose a generative model with multinomial distributions instead of other options because we want the resultant distributions φ and θ to be immediately interpretable and usable in other models, as the intent is that they will be stored as part of the knowledge in the knowledge base. Also, we intend to extend this model to allow for the creation of new entities, a relatively easy extension with a model of this form.
Features
Here we describe in more detail what we use as the features f in the model. These features and their corresponding parameters φ and θ constitute the distributional information that we propose to include in web-scale knowledge bases, and they aim to capture the way knowledge-base entities tend to appear in text.
The features we propose are the set of Stanford dependency labels that attach to the head word of each mention, with the values being its dependents or governors. We also have features for the head word of the mention, whether it is a proper noun, a common noun, or a pronoun. We keep track of the direction of the dependencies by prepending "gov-" to the dependency label if the mention's head word is governed by another word, and we stem verbs. For example, in the sentence "Barack Obama, president of the United States, spoke today in the Rose Garden," the mention "Barack Obama" would have the following features:
Feature Value proper-head Obama nn Barack gov-nsubj speak appos president
When there are deterministically coreferent mentions, as with appositives, we combine the features from both mentions in preprocessing.
We note here also that we use dependency links as features over which to learn distributional semantics because they are the deepest semantic representation that current tools will allow us to use at web scale. We would like to eventually move from dependency links to semantic roles, and to include relations expressed by the sentence or paragraph as features in our model. One possible way of doing that is to use something like ReVerb (Fader et al., 2011) , setting its output as the value and an unobserved relation in the knowledge base as the feature type. This would learn distributional information about the textual ex-48 pression of relations directly, which would also be very useful to have in web-scale knowledge bases.
Inference
Inference in our model is done approximately in a MapReduce sampling framework. The map tasks sample the entity variables for each mention in a document, sequentially. The entity variables are constrained to either refer to an entity already seen in the document, or to a new entity from the knowledge base (or unknown). Sampling over the entire knowledge base at every step would be intractable, and so when proposing a new entity from the knowledge base we only consider entities that the knowledge base considers possible for the given noun phrase (e.g., NELL has a "CanReferTo" relation mapping noun phrases to concepts (Krishnamurthy and Mitchell, 2011) , and Freebase has a similar "alias" relation). Thus the first mention of an entity in a document must be a known alias of the entity, but subsequent mentions can be arbitrary noun phrases (e.g., "the college professor" could not refer to Michael Jordan 2 until he had been introduced with a noun phrase that the knowledge base knows to be an alias, such as "Michael I. Jordan"). This follows standard journalistic practice and aids the model in constraining the "topics" to refer to actual knowledge base entities.
The reduce tasks reestimate the parameters for each entity by computing a maximum likelihood estimate given the sampled entity mentions from the map tasks. Currently, there is no parameter sharing across entities, though we intend to utilize the structure of the knowledge base to tie parameters across instances of the same category in something akin to a series of nested Dirichlet processes.
While we have not yet run experiments with the model at web scale, it is simple enough that we are confident in its scalability. Singh et al. and Ahmed et al. have shown that similarly structured models can be made to scale to web-sized corpora (Singh et al., 2011; Ahmed et al., 2012) .
Evaluation
Evaluating this model is challenging. We are aiming to link every noun phrase in every document to an entity in the knowledge base, a task for which no good dataset exists. It is possible to use Wikipedia articles as labeled mentions (as did Singh et al. (2011) ), or the word sense labels in the OntoNotes corpus , though these require a mapping between the knowledge base and Wikipedia entities or OntoNotes senses, respectively. The model also produces a coreference decision which can be evaluated. These evaluation methods are incomplete and indirect, but they are likely the best that can be hoped for without a laborintensive hand-labeling of large amounts of data.
Preliminary Results
We These distributions themselves are inherently useful for classification tasks-knowing that an entity possesses managers, presidents, basemen and coaches tells us a lot about what kind of entity it is. The learning system for the NELL knowledge base currently uses distributions over noun phrase contexts (a few words on either side) to learn information about its concepts (Carlson et al., 2010a) . The results of this model could provide much better data to NELL and other learning systems, giving both more structure (distributions over dependency links instead of windowed contexts) and more refined information (distributions over concepts directly, instead of over noun phrases) than current data sources.
Conclusion
We have argued for the inclusion of distributional semantics directly in web-scale knowledge bases. This is more difficult than simple counting because of the inherent ambiguity in the noun phrase to entity mapping. We have presented a model for obtaining thisdistributional knowledge for knowledge base entities (instead of for ambiguous noun phrases) by performing entity linking at web scale. While producing useful distributional knowledge about entities, this work will also provide much richer data sources to traditional relation extraction algorithms. Though our work is still preliminary and there are challenges to be overcome, the primary purpose of this paper is to argue that this research direction is feasible and worth pursuing. A knowledge base that includes both properties about entities and distributional knowledge of how those entities appear in text is much more useful than a knowledge base containing facts alone.
